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Foreword 

 

After years of closure, what is it like to be an open, fully 

functioning museum again? There’s only one word to 

describe it—exhilarating! After reopening in September 2012, 

this was our first full year in our wonderful new building. It was 

a tremendous twelve months in all respects.  

 

I was deeply touched by the response of so many people who 

expressed their delight at having the Stedelijk Museum back 

in their lives. Our commitment to providing a great visitor 

experience was richly rewarded with record-level attendance. 

With 700,000 visitors, 2013 was the most successful year in 

the museum’s history. Shortly before  

the new year, we were thrilled to welcome our one millionth 

visitor since the reopening. The museum also brought 2013 

to a close on a positive financial note. With the achievements 

of the last twelve months, 2013 was not only a momentous 

year, but the greatest in the history of the Stedelijk Museum. 
     
        Karin van Gilst, photo Sander Nagel 

Internationally acclaimed exhibitions 

True to the nature of our collection and our ambitions, our exhibition roster 

encompassed a mix of disciplines. To reach out to the widest possible audience,  

we mounted both historical surveys of classic modern art and presentations of work 

by younger generations of artists. The Stedelijk has the good fortune to work closely 

with living artists, an extraordinary quality that is an integral part of the museum’s 

DNA. 

 

Topping the year’s high points was our biggest box-office success and most 

important exhibition, ‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’. The Stedelijk 

has a special relationship with Malevich stretching back many years, and featured 

his work in several early, groundbreaking shows. In 1923, the Stedelijk was the first 

museum outside Russia to present Malevich’s Suprematism. And last year, for the 

first time, we presented the art of Malevich and his peers with work from the 

collection of the Stedelijk Museum in combination with the collections of Nikolai 

Khardzhiev (entrusted by the Khardzhiev Foundation to the Stedelijk Museum) and 

George Costakis (part of the State Museum of Contemporary Art Thessaloniki).  

Art critics and visitors, both local and international, gave the exhibition rave reviews, 

confirming that the Stedelijk Museum once again ranks among the world’s leading 

art institutions. We also enjoyed fruitful collaborations with Tate Modern in London 

and the Bundeskunsthalle in Bonn, our partners for this exhibition. After 

Amsterdam, the Malevich exhibit traveled to Bonn and London.  

  

The Mike Kelley retrospective, jointly organized by the Stedelijk Museum and on 

view in Amsterdam until April 1, 2013, embarked upon a world tour: to Centre 

Pompidou in Paris, MoMA PS1 in New York, and the Museum of Contemporary  

Art in Los Angeles.  

 

Partners 

We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to our partners, foundations, and 

corporations. Without their generous support none of these important international 

exhibitions would have been possible. In 2013, we expanded our partnership with 

our principal sponsor, Rabobank, and extended our sponsorship contract. Also this 

year, the Stedelijk was delighted to be selected as one of the beneficiaries of the 

BankGiro Loterij. 
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Collection presentation 

Research findings have shown that a significant number of our visitors come to the 

museum especially to see presentations of our permanent collection. Our collection 

presentations change on a regular basis, providing visitors with different 

perspectives and insights each time they visit. One unusual addition, for instance, 

was the gallery devoted to Pop Art featuring works by Claes Oldenburg and Roy 

Lichtenstein that returned to us from loans to foreign museums for solo 

presentations. 

 

Record number of gifts  

In 2013, we continued to add to our holdings through a number of purchases.  

We were also extremely fortunate to acquire 399 gifts, which is a remarkable 

number. (By way of comparison, we received 63 gifts in 2012.) We received  

127 artworks by 92 artists from private collectors Pieter and Marieke Sanders  

of Amsterdam. Spanning a range of disciplines, this gift forms a wonderful 

complement to the Stedelijk’s own collection. We look forward to presenting a 

selection of artwork from the Sanders gift in 2015. The Stedelijk collection was also 

enriched with 94 works by the Groningen painter and printmaker H.N. Werkman, 

donated by the eponymous foundation—a vibrant addition to the cluster of 

Werkman art already in the Stedelijk holdings. 

 

Marketing and Development 

In pursuit of our ambition to be a museum that is open and accessible to all,  

we stepped up our investment in Marketing and Development. We focused on 

optimizing our website and intensifying our social media efforts, which generated a 

myriad of positive responses. Another stride forward was the expansion of our 

digital archive, which is accessible through the website and provides visitors with 

around-the-clock access to a large portion of the collection. 

 

Education 

One of the Stedelijk’s main mandates is education, and the museum has an 

ongoing commitment to developing new educational initiatives. Examples of our 

newly launched projects are the Alzheimer’s program and the television series 

‘What the Art?!’. On Museum Night, the Blikopeners (young people with part-time 

jobs at the Stedelijk) were awarded the First Prize for their outstanding work. 

We were particularly gratified that thousands of families took part in our rich 

program of family activities, and to welcome 35,780 pupils and students to the 

museum on self-directed visits, bespoke guided tours, or as participants in one of 

the 18 education programs. 

 

Organization 

The organization dedicated its efforts to optimizing the new environment and 

focusing on visitor welfare. A number of improvements were made to the entrance 

area in an effort to regulate visitor flows. We also added new recruits to our visitor 

services team to welcome members of the public, direct visitors through the 

building, and answer questions. A group of 50 volunteers undertook the task with 

great enthusiasm. 

 

As part of our commitment to become a more flexible organization, we created a 

flatter structure and expanded the Management Team. These changes mean that 

staff will be better informed about all developments, and will also help to accelerate 

decision-making processes. 
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Departure of Ann Goldstein 

On November 29, Artistic Director Ann Goldstein, who was appointed on January 1, 

2010, bade farewell to the museum. We organized the farewell reception as an 

‘Open House,’ in the spirit of Ann’s vision of the new Stedelijk—a welcoming, open 

museum for everyone wanting to experience the renowned collections of the 

Stedelijk and the latest developments in contemporary art. It was an informal way 

for colleagues, business connections, and visitors to say goodbye. 

 

During her tenure, Goldstein developed the exhibition and event series ‘The 

Temporary Stedelijk’ and the exhibitions ‘Taking Place’ and ‘Making Histories: 

Changing Views of the Collection.’ In 2013, she organized the presentations ‘Mike 

Kelley,’ ‘Lawrence Weiner’, ‘Paulina Olowska,’ ‘Aernout Mik,’ and ‘Lucy McKenzie.’ 

Ann Goldstein also introduced educational programs, the ‘Global Collaborations’ 

project, and was instrumental in establishing partnerships with sister institutions. 

The museum has been able to connect with new audiences thanks to the ambitious 

Public Program which serves as a platform for discussion and research. Many 

evening events were booked up early. 

We thank Ann Goldstein for her vision and dedication that reestablished the 

Stedelijk at the heart of the contemporary art and design world. 

 

As we celebrate the successes of 2013, we look forward with renewed energy to 

inspiring and actively involving our publics in our mission: advocacy for the vital role 

played by artists, art, and culture in society. 

I am grateful to the entire staff of the Stedelijk Museum and to everyone who 

worked tirelessly to make 2013 a year we will always remember. 

 

 

Karin van Gilst,  

Managing Director 
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Report from the Supervisory Board 

 

On behalf of the Supervisory Board I would like to offer a brief report of the past 

year.  

 

The year 2013 was exceptional for the Stedelijk Museum in every respect.  

It was our first twelve months as a fully-operational museum, after the successful 

reopening in September 2012. The year was one during which we reaffirmed our 

role as a great art institution, and resumed our position in the international art 

community. 

 

Last year’s highlights were the exhibitions of ‘Aernout Mik’ and ‘Kazimir Malevich 

and the Russian Avant-Garde,’ the latter of which was opened by Her Majesty 

Queen Máxima. Both shows were highly acclaimed by the national and international 

press. Greeted with equal enthusiasm was our program of exhibitions that attracted 

700,000 people, making 2013 a record year for visitor attendance.  

 

The year 2013 was one in which the Board engaged in active supervision while also 

endeavoring to support and advise the museum in a variety of ways. Below follows 

an overview of the most important topics. 

 

For the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board, one of our main priorities in 

2013 was to keep operating expenses and revenue in alignment. In this regard,  

we gave special attention to the ambitious Malevich exhibition which posed a 

considerable budgetary challenge, and achieved excellent results. 

 

The Supervisory Board also reviewed the Asscher-Vonk II report, ‘Tried and Tested 

Partnerships,’ and shared its thoughts with the Board of Directors concerning the 

budget developed by the directors based on the report’s recommendations, 

specifically with regard to mutual cooperation. 

 

Another topic to which the Supervisory Board gave particular attention was security 

at the Stedelijk. In 2012, the security practices at the Stedelijk were assessed by an 

external expert, in consultation with the Board of Directors. In 2013, the Supervisory 

Board, Board of Directors, and municipality agreed that the museum’s security 

measures should be reviewed every two years. 

The Supervisory Board also supervised and offered advice upon adjusting the 

organizational structure to reflect the current time and situation, including a risk 

analysis and the anticipation of different scenarios.  

   

Furthermore, the Supervisory Board inquired about the progress of the Herkomst 

Gezocht project which, drawing on years of research, investigates the origin of 

objects acquired since 1933. The Board receives regular updates on the latest 

developments. 

The renovation and reconstruction of the museum reached their conclusion with  

the findings of the Deetman Commission which were published in November; the 

Supervisory Board is cognizant of the report and its conclusions. 

 

Finally, in the interests of boosting the museum’s self-generated revenue,  

the Supervisory Board mobilized its network in support of the activities of the 

Development Department. 

 

The Supervisory Board has been active in supervising the application of the  

Code Cultural Governance (CCG) in the organization as a whole. The Board has 

assessed its functioning by means of a self-assessment form which was discussed 

with an external advisor. 
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The Stedelijk Museum has adopted a profile for the Supervisory Board that sets out 

the skills and expertise required of all members and which should be possessed by 

at least one Board member, and the Chair in particular; a diversity profile also 

applies. The Supervisory Board meets the criteria of the diversity profile, with the 

understanding that there is currently a vacancy for one board member.   

 

The Directors and the Supervisory Board of the Stedelijk Museum endorse the 

Code Cultural Governance. This involves applying the principles and 

recommendations of the CCG in the museum or explaining why the museum 

deviates from them.  

The Stedelijk already follows the majority of the guidelines set out in the CCG.  

A number of necessary amendments to the CCG will be implemented shortly,  

and any deviations will be explained. The charter and regulations of the 

Directors/Supervisory Board are being brought closer into line with the CCG.  

The Stedelijk maintains the Supervisory Board model. The museum also operates 

and actively applies a risk management and risk control system. A procedure for 

reporting irregularities will be introduced shortly. The additional services and 

positions of the members of the Supervisory Board, the directors, and other staff  

are listed in the appendix of the annual report. 

 

Karin van Gilst assumed her post as managing director of the Stedelijk Museum in 

January 2013. She succeeded Patrick van Mil.  

 

Artistic Director Ann Goldstein announced her departure at the end of August 2013. 

Having guided the museum through its successful reopening, Ann was confident 

that her work was done. The Supervisory Board expresses its deep appreciation  

for Ann, who led the Stedelijk through an important and challenging chapter in its 

history and reestablished the museum as a leading international institution. Her  

art-centered vision, her passion for the artists, and her belief in the museum as a 

lively institution has enriched the Stedelijk. 

The Supervisory Board commenced the process to find her successor in 

September; Ann Goldstein left the museum on December 1. 

 

The Supervisory Board also underwent a number of changes. I, and His Royal 

Highness Prince Constantijn van Oranje, were reappointed on April 19, 2013. After 

completing the maximum two terms in office, Marry de Gaay Fortman stepped down 

on October 4. Madeleine de Cock Buning, an expert in the field of cultural 

information and intellectual property, was appointed to the Board on December 13. 

 

Active supervision took the form of five full meetings of the Board and five audit 

meetings en petit comité. Special attention was given to sound business 

management and creating an efficient organizational structure for the museum.  

Last year, the Board also held several formal and informal meetings with the Works 

Council. 

 

On behalf of the Board, I offer my heartfelt thanks to the Stedelijk staff. We owe the 

amazing results of 2013 to their commitment, hard work, and dedication. 

 

The Supervisory Board, the Stedelijk Museum, and I look forward to the future with 

confidence. 

 

 

Alexander Ribbink 

Chair, Supervisory Board   
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Annual Review 2013 

In 2013, the Stedelijk attracted 700,000 visitors, here queuing up for Malevich. Photo Tomek Dersu Aaron 

 

Amount of visitors: 700,000 

Highest visitors attendance: exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich and The Russian 

Avant-Garde, with selections from the Khardzhiev and Costakis collections’.  

 

Exhibitions at the Stedelijk Museum: 13 

Exhibitions at Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam: 8 

Exhibitions hosted outside the Stedelijk Museum: 4 

Changes in collection presentations: 30 

Outgoing loans in 2013: 109 objects to 62 museums international and abroad 

 

Purchases: 228 (2012: 115) 

Sculpture: 5 

Moving image and/or sound: 1 

Photography: 4 

Graphic design: 42 

Industrial design: 2 

Installation: 11   

Artists’ books: 131 

Painting: 5  

Applied arts: 11 

Works on paper: 16 

 

Gifts: 399 (2012: 63) 

Sculpture: 6 

Moving image and/or sound: 5 

Photography: 101                                                       

Graphic design: 25                                     

Industrial design: 34                                  

Installation: 5                                                            

Artists’ books: 18                                        

Painting: 17                                                    

Applied arts: 44                                             

Works on paper: 144                                           
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Publications: 5 

 

Visitors to Library and Archive: 3,000 

Requests for materials: 25,000 

Queries by email: 2,500 

Art-related answers by email: 400 

Acquired books: 2,884 

Dvd’s and cd’s: 472 

 

Requests Photography Department: 220 

Photographed objects: 278 

 

Public Program: 

Performances: 11 

Films: 8 

Forums: 16 

Stedelijk@Trouw: 3 

Symposia: 4 

Lectures and other activities: 37 

 

Education:  

Activities for families: 843 participants 

School visits: 35,780 participants 

Visitors travelling by Turing Museumpleinbus: 5,366 

School programs: 18 

Customized school programs: 565 

‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’ Alzheimer program: 41 guided tours, 501 participants  

General guided tours: 3,184 

Guides: 40 

Blikopeners: 15 

(Hospitality) Volunteers: 50 

Work experience interns: 5 

High school interns: 62 

 

Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam: 

Exhibitions: 8 

Events and lectures: 10 

Other activities: 18 

 

‘Five star’ reviews by national and international art-critics for: 

‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’ 

‘Aernout Mik’ 

 

Website visitors: 1,319,796 

Online ticket sale: 8,492 

Online sale including audio tours and lectures: 19,805 products 

Subscribers Newsletter: 27,000 

Growth of Facebook friends: from 22,000 to 51,680 

New followers on Twitter: 20,000 (total number of 65,000) 

Addition to museum collection online: 2,000 works of art (total number of 10,000) 

 

Total number of events and bookings: 129 

Total number of guests: 15,691 
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Exhibitions 

 

The Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam is the largest museum of modern and 

contemporary art and design in the Netherlands. It is a home for art, artists, and a 

broad range of publics, where artistic production and ingenuity is actively fostered, 

presented, collected, protected, and reconsidered. The Stedelijk values the 

ingenuity of individual artists and designers, and collaborates with them in the 

production and representation of their history. 

 

A record number of visitors came to the Stedelijk Museum in 2013. The varied 

exhibition roster ranged from the unique historical overview of Kazimir Malevich—

the high point of the year—to presentations by internationally established artists 

such as Mike Kelley and Aernout Mik, and to those of the younger generation 

including Lucy McKenzie and Guido van de Werve. Reflecting the rich diversity of 

the museum’s holdings, presentations featured every artistic discipline: important 

exhibitions of painting and sculpture, design, applied art, video, and photography.  

 

Since its reopening, the museum finally has the space to present large parts of the 

collection. To continue to surprise visitors and provide new insights, the collection is 

presented in regularly changing exhibitions. Exhibits featuring fragile materials such 

as paper, photography and textiles are changed every three months, giving the 

curators opportunities to display other works on different themes. When works by 

Claes Oldenburg and Roy Lichtenstein returned from solo exhibitions abroad, the 

museum installed a gallery devoted entirely to Pop Art. 

 

We display newly acquired work at the earliest opportunity, updating visitors about 

our latest arrivals through our website. In the summer, when our collection was 

enriched by new additions of contemporary art, we mounted a group show on the 

second floor of the new wing featuring work by artists including Mark Manders, 

Jennifer Pastor, Josephine Pryde and Erik van Lieshout. 

In December 2013, one of the latest additions to the collection was an installation  

by Dorothy Akpene Amenuke Adzokoe-Peki. The presentation of this artwork also 

heralded the commencement of ‘Global Collaborations,’ a new, multi-year project  

of the Stedelijk Museum about the globalization of art (for further details about this 

project, see the chapter on the Public Program). We also vary our presentations 

when artworks are loaned for exhibition at other institutions (more information can 

be found in the chapter on Loans).  

 

We also hosted exhibitions outside the museum, with presentations in Beijing as 

part of Beijing Design Week, in club TROUW as part of the Public Program (further 

information is provided in the chapter on the Public Program), and in the Stedelijk 

Museum Bureau Amsterdam (SMBA). The exhibition series ‘Global Collaborations’ 

kicked off at SMBA in 2013 (for further details see the chapter on the Stedelijk 

Museum Bureau Amsterdam). 
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Overview of Collection Presentations 

 

Ground floor of the original building: ‘Visual Art 1860-1960’ 

Ground floor of the original building: ‘Design’ 

Second floor of the original building: ‘Visual Aart 1960 to the Present’ 

 

 

Summary of exhibitions in 2013 

 

Mike Kelley 

15 December 2012—1 April 2013  

With dark humor, poetic insights and a critical eye, Mike Kelley (1954-2012) dug 

into contemporary visual culture and cultural production. Over a career spanning 35 

years, he produced a revelatory and versatile oeuvre ranging from painting, 

sculpture, installation, performance, music, video and photography. The artist died 

in early 2012, a few months before the opening. This made the overview at the 

Stedelijk Museum a retrospective in the fullest sense of the word. ‘Mike Kelley’ was 

the first international exhibition in the reopened Stedelijk and occupied both floors of 

the new wing. Over the course of three months, the exhibition attracted more than 

200,000 visitors.  

 

 
 

Gallery in the Mike Kelley exhibition. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 

 

Guido van der Werve: Number Fourteen, Home 

25 January—28 April 2013 
This film interweaves multiple narrative threads: a poetic portrayal of Dutch artist 
Guido van der Werve’s (1977) memories of his childhood home, the life of his 
childhood hero Alexander the Great, as well as a report of a grueling, near-
impossible athletic feat: a triathlon covering more than 1,500 kilometers.  
The artist swims, bikes, and runs the 
historic locations on the epic campaign 
trail of Alexander the Great. Alexander 
never returned home; Van der Werve 
did. The film images are accompanied 
by 12 acts of the classic requiem 
composed by the artist. Nummer 
Veertien, Home premièred at the 
International Film Festival Rotterdam 
and the following day went on view at 
the Stedelijk for three months.  
 
 
Gallery with ‘Number Fourteen, Home’.  
Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
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Lucy McKenzie: Something They Have to Live With 

6 April—22 September 2013 

In the IMC Gallery (formerly the ‘Hall of Honor’) at the Stedelijk, Glasgow-born Lucy 

McKenzie (1977) displayed the diversity of her artistic practice. As though browsing 

in a department store, visitors wandered past various displays with fashion, painting 

and architecture that McKenzie melded into a synthesis of contrasting forms. She 

also showed how exemplary interior design shapes everyday life and work in small, 

detailed architectural models on plinths. It was the artist’s first solo exhibition in 

Amsterdam. 

 

 
 

Gallery view Lucy McKenzie, ‘Something They Have to Live With’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 

 

 

Paul Andriesse: Addition 

4 May—1 September 2013 

An exhibition featuring a selection (works on paper, photography and design) from 

the gift of 60 artworks presented by gallery director and art collector Paul Andriesse 

to the museum. The selection was shown alongside other works in the Stedelijk 

collection exhibit ‘Visual Art 1960 to the Present,’ entering into dialogue with the 

works already in the holdings of the Stedelijk.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gallery view ‘Paul Andriesse: Addition’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
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Aernout Mik: Communitas 

4 May—25 August 2013 

Aernout Mik (1962) was originally trained as a sculptor and has given fresh impetus 

to the realm of video art. His staged videos refer to current political and social 

themes. The most important works created between 1999 and 2013 were presented 

in the lower-level gallery of the new wing in a specially designed architectural 

installation. The work Shifting Sitting was specifically commissioned for the 

exhibition by the Stedelijk Museum, Jeu de Paume (Paris) and Folkwang (Essen). 

The video centers on the figure of Italian former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi 

and the legal proceedings brought against him for alleged corruption.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Gallery view ‘Aernout Mik: Communitas’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 

 

Jo Baer: In the Land of the Giants 

16 May—1 September 2013 

In the 1960s and 1970s, Jo Baer (1929) was one of the pioneers of Minimal Art. 

She has lived and worked in Amsterdam since 1984. In recent decades, she 

produced a distinct oeuvre that blends abstraction and figuration. In ‘In the Land of 

the Giants,’ she presented six new paintings and a selection of drawings inspired by 

her interest in our Neolithic past, with astronomy and ancestor worship as her 

subject matter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gallery view ‘Jo Baer: In the Land of Giants’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
 

Touch and Tweet 
Interactive installations of Daan Roosegaarde and Hellicar & Lewis 

16 May—27 October 2013 

Interactive installations by Dutch designer Daan Roosegaarde and the London-

based duo Hellicar & Lewis were given a temporary place in the heart of the design 

collection gallery suite. Visitors were required to actively participate as the 
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installations could be manipulated by touch, movement, and ‘tweets’. The exhibition 

was mounted in the context of the partnership between the Stedelijk Museum and 

the annual What Design Can Do congress 

that explores the role of design in society. 

The interactive light landscape Dune (2013) 

by Roosegaarde can also be installed 

outdoors where it can help to create a 

greater sense of safety in badly-lit areas. 

With this, the work falls into the category of 

‘social design’ and the version at the 

Stedelijk was the largest ever. Due to its 

enormous success, partly owing to the 

appearance of Roosegaarde on the TV 

program Zomergasten, the exhibition was 

extended.          ‘Dune’ by Daan Roosegaarde. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 

 

The Best Designed Books 2012 

14 September—27 October 2013   

Each year, the Foundation De 

Stichting De Best Verzorgde Boeken 

presents the best Dutch book designs 

to appear in the Netherlands in the 

past year. Of the 305 submissions 

received in 2012, 33 titles were 

selected. The publications in the 

exhibition were chosen for their 

extraordinary design, typography, 

image processing, graphic production 

techniques, and balance between form 

and content; every well-designed book 

must be a marriage of form and  

content. ‘De Best Verzorgde Boeken’ has a long tradition at the Stedelijk Museum. 

The first edition was presented in 1932 and, with the exception of several interludes, 

has been held every year. The majority of the books are also available for purchase 

in the Stedelijk shop, Buchhandlung Walther König. 
 

Gallery view of ‘The Best Designed Books’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 

 

Lawrence Weiner: Written on the Wind 

21 September 2013—5 January 2014 

The first exhaustive survey wholly 

dedicated to works on paper by 

American Lawrence Weiner (1942). 

Weiner’s work consists of ‘language + 

the materials referred to.’ Weiner played 

a prominent role in the emergence of 

Conceptual Art in the 1960s, and 

remains one of the most innovative 

artists working today. The presentation 

included almost 300 drawings created 

over a period of 50 years, from comic 

strips and notebooks to previously 

unseen sketches and  
more formal works on paper.   Entrance of the exhibition ‘Lawrence Weiner:  

      Op de wind geschreven/Written on the Wind’.  
      Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
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Paulina Olowska: Au Bonheur des Dames 

21 September 2013—27 January 2014 
Paulina Olowska first exhibited at the museum 
in 2004, at Stedelijk Museum CS. However, this 
exhibition was her first solo presentation at a 
Dutch museum. The title of the exhibition is a 
metaphor for what the artist refers to as the 
‘different aspects of the female consumer’ and is 
taken from the Émile Zola novel that describes 
the expansion of the first luxury department 
stores in Paris in the nineteenth century. 
Olowska (Poland, 1976) presented paintings, 
collages, and neon sculptures in a theatrical 
setting. Also on display was Accidental 
Collages, which she created for the exhibition       Gallery view ‘Paulina Olowska: Au Bonheur  
in 2004 and which was inspired by a series of       des Dames’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
instructional charts made by Kazimir Malevich  
and held in the collection of the Stedelijk.       
           

 

Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde 

Featuring Selections from the Khardzhiev and Costakis Collections 

19 October 2013—2 February 2014 

The high point of the year: the largest overview in many years of one of the most 

important founders of abstract art. The exhibition united the collection of the 

Stedelijk Museum with the exceptional collections of Nikolai Khardzhiev (via the 

Khardzhiev Stichting, under the stewardship of the Stedelijk Museum) and George 

Costakis (part of the State Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki) for the first 

time. In contrast to previous Malevich exhibitions at the Stedelijk, this presentation 

explored the work of Kazimir Malevich (1878-1935) in the context of his 

contemporaries. Although best known for his purely abstract work, Malevich was 

inspired by diverse art movements of his day, including Impressionism, Symbolism, 

Fauvism and Cubism; his own visual language was also influenced by Russian icon 

painting and folk art. 

Through oil paintings, 

gouaches, drawings 

and sculptures, the 

exhibition traced the 

rich variety of his 

oeuvre. With more 

than 500 works, this 

was a profound tribute 

to Malevich and the 

Russian avant-garde. 

The exhibition was 

co-produced with Tate 

Modern, London, and 

the Art and Exhibition 

Hall of the Federal 

Republic of Germany 

(Bundeskunsthalle), 

Bonn. 

 
Reconstruction of the famous 0,10 exhibition in the heart of ‘Kazimir 
Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
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Type/Dynamics: Jurriaan Schrofer / LUST 

8 November 2013—2 March 2014 

An exhibition prompted by the publication of the doctoral dissertation by Frederike 

Huygen on the work of graphic designer, photobook pioneer, art director, teacher, 

arts administrator and environmental artist Jurriaan Schrofer (1926-1990). In 

collaboration with Hague-based design bureau LUST, an interactive installation was 

produced for the neighboring gallery. 

 

 
Gallery view with work of LUST. Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 
 

Blikopener Spot: Your Line Or Mine 

12 December 2013—3 August 2014 

The Blikopener Spot is the museum gallery for young people. In December, a new 

presentation was launched here, based on a project devised by the designers of 

artist collective Studio Moniker. Until August 2014, everyone is welcome to join in 

and add their drawing to the project. The project will result in three animated films. 

 

 
 

Youngsters at work at the Blikopener Spot. Pjoto Tomek Dersu Aaron 
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Extramural Presentations 

 

'Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam Presents Marcel Wanders and Benthem Crouwel' 

26 September—25 October 2013 

Presentation at the Capital Museum Beijing, as part of Beijing Design Week. 

 

 

Stedelijk at TrouwAmsterdam: 

 

‘Contemporary Art Club: MOTION’ 

5—15 September 2013 
Exhibition about the relation between identity and dance music, with the influences 
of club culture and visual culture from the 1970s on. On show from the collection of 
the Stedelijk were Why I never became a dancer (1995) of Tracey Emin as well as 
work from Cheryl Donegan and Jeremy Shaw were on show. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Stedelijk at TrouwAmsterdam. Photo Ernst van Deursen 

 

 

‘Contemporary Art Club: UTOPIA’ 

31 October—9 November 2013 
Film and video works in which soundtracks, inspired by pop and film music, are 
significant. With video installations of Sarah Morris, Cyprien Gaillard, Dan Walwin 
and Hannah Weinberger, all from the collection of the Stedelijk Museum. 

 

‘Contemporary Art Club: DATA’ 

28 November—7 December 2013 
What is the meaning of data in our time of endless information? Artists such as 
Elizabeth Price, Camille Henrot, and Hannah Perry, with recent work on show, all 
research this in their own ways. 
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Collection 

 

One of the primary aims of the Stedelijk Museum is to build a collection that 

explores the connection between artists of the same generation. The cornerstones 

of the collection are the disciplines of visual art, photography, graphic design, 

industrial design and the applied arts. The interdisciplinary connections and 

dialogues between these collections shape the identity and vigor of the Stedelijk. 

 

The Stedelijk also strives to expand and deepen its holdings of work by certain 

artists who are already represented in the collection. Examples of this in 2013 were 

purchases of work by Rineke Dijkstra, Aernout Mik, and Bill Leavitt. Over recent 

years, under the directorate of Ann Goldstein, an emphasis was made to strengthen 

our holdings of work by women artists, leading to the purchase of work by Monika 

Sosnowska, Pae White, Josephine Pryde, and Elisabeth Price.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Aernout Mik, Shifting Sitting, 
2011, coll. Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam. Commissioned by 
the Stedeiljk Museum, Museum 
Jeu de Paume, Paris, and 
Folkwang Museum, Essen. 
Realised with the support of the 
Mondriaan Fonds, the 
Nederlands Film Fonds  and the 
European Cultural Foundation. 
Photo: Florian Braun 

 

Another aspect of the purchasing policy is to buy work in conjunction with other 

museums. In 2013, a work by Meiro Koizumi was acquired jointly with the Frans 

Hals Museum and De Hallen Haarlem. An installation by Yael Bartana, a gift, was 

jointly acquired with the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven. Sometimes, and this is a 

Stedelijk tradition, the museum buys artwork that has been displayed at the 

museum (Aernout Mik, Lucy McKenzie); important retrospective purchases are also 

made (stanley  brouwn).  

 

The purchasing strategy of the Stedelijk strives to focus on artists and artworks that 

have a geographic connection with the collection. Furthermore, the museum intends 

to widen its scope to a number of (historically determined) non-western regions 

such as Eastern Europe, South America (represented in the permanent collection 

with early Modern work), (South) Africa and the Far and Middle East. In 2013, this 

resulted in purchasing work by Walid Ra‘ad, Amenuke, Pauline M’barek, Mounira Al 

Solh, and Billie Zangewa. 

 
In 2013, the collection was also enriched by a 
large number of gifts from collectors, artists, 
gallery owners, and art lovers. Gallery owner and 
art collector Paul Andriesse gifted 60 artworks, 
including photography, design, and work on paper 
by artists including René Daniels, Marlene Dumas 
and Thomas Struth. A selection of works from this 
donation was presented from May to September. 
 
 
Thomas Struth, Kyoko and Tomoharu Murakami, Tokyo  
Nakameguro),1991-1994, gift of Paul Andriesse to the collection 
of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam. 
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In November, the Stedelijk 94 received works by the 

Groningen painter and printmaker Hendrik Nicolaas 

Werkman (1882-1945) from the collection of the 

Stichting H.N. Werkman. The foundation, which was 

established by Willem Sandberg, a former director of 

the Stedelijk Museum, has now been dissolved. 

Created to promote the work of Werkman to a wide 

audience, the foundation has accomplished its 

objective. Thanks to the efforts of the foundation, this 

has been achieved partly through the publication of an 

oeuvre catalogue. The other part of the collection was 

gifted to Groninger Museum. 

 
A ‘Druksel ’(print) by H.N. Werkman, gifted to the Stedelijk Museum. 
 

Collectors Pieter and Marieke Sanders of Haarlem gifted 127 works by 92 artists. 

The collection is highly diverse and encompasses painting, sculpture, photography, 

video art, and works on paper.  

For the past 40 years, the Sanders delighted in collecting the work of relatively 

young and unknown artists, both Dutch and foreign, many of whom are now 

internationally renowned. The works are a valuable 

enrichment of the Stedelijk’s holdings. An early 

painting by Jan Andriesse complements other works 

by the artist already in the Stedelijk collection. The 

gift also included a photo and an object by Ryan 

Gander, which enhance the – still young – group of 

his works in the museum collection.  

In a number of cases, the donation marks the arrival 

of an artist in the collection, such as for Lara 

Almarcegui, Sema Bekirovic, and Steven Waddell. 

The works will be gifted in stages over a five-year 

period from 2013 to 2018. In 2015, the Stedelijk 

Museum will organize an exhibition devoted to a 

selection of work from this generous gift.  
 
Jan De Cock, Băcka Topola, 2010. Mixed media, 82 x 97 x 10 cm. © Studio Jan De Cock 

 

 

Overview of purchases and gifts: see supplement Collection   
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Art Handling 

 

The Art Handling department plays a crucial 

role in realizing the museum’s ambitious 

exhibition program. The art handling team 

organizes and coordinates the transportation 

of art work, and unpacks, documents, installs 

and maintains works on their arrival at the 

museum.  

 

The apex of 2013 was the exhibition ‘Kazimir 

Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’ 

which included more than 600 works of art. 

The entire wing of the original building was 

devoted to this presentation and a unique       Installation of the Malevich show. 

reconstruction of Malevich’s iconic ‘0.10’ exhibition  

was built in the VandenEnde Foundation gallery.  

 

The Art Handling department has also been intensely occupied with work on the 

traveling exhibition 'Mike Kelley', which closed at the Stedelijk Museum in 2013. 

After Amsterdam, the art works traveled to museums in Paris and New York. In 

addition to coordinating the art transport, the department supervised the 

construction and demolition at those locations. 

 

In the museum itself, the art handling team implemented 30 changes to the 

collection presentations and processed more than 60 acquisitions files. 

 

In 2013, the Stedelijk Museum supervised outgoing loans of 109 works of art.  

The works traveled to 24 different institutions in the Netherlands, and to museums 

and cultural institutions in Brussels, Lugano, Dakar, Zurich, Minneapolis, St Ives, 

Cologne, Monchengladbach, Monte-Carlo, Georgia, San Francisco, Oostende, 

Vienna, Wolfsburg, Philadelphia, Stuttgart, Moscow, Verona, Osaka, Frankfurt and 

Humlebaek.  

Staff of the Art Handling department accompanied the works from our collection  

to Venice to install Walter de Maria’s Apollo’s Ecstasy at the Biennale, to New York 

to install Richard Serra’s Untitled at David Zwirner Gallery, to Paris to hang Keith 

Haring’s Apartheid at Le Musee d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, and to 

Dusseldorf to install Alexander Calder’s Suspended Composition of Small Leaves 

(Four Red Spots) at Kunstsammlung Nordrein-Westfalen. 

 

A number of activities also 

took place in the storage 

depot. The Art Handling 

department organized a day  

of lectures and guided tours 

for conservation staff who are 

members of Restauratoren 

Nederland. A total of 205 

participants received 23 

guided tours of the depot. 

Fifty-eight foreign researchers 

visited the storage depot’s 

study area to view works as 

part of their research or for  

Installation of the Malevich show.    possible loans. This entailed  

                taking 807 works out of storage. 
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Apart from the operational activities, the department made an important step 

forward in terms of policy: subsequent 

to the European guidelines on air 

cargo security, the Stedelijk Museum 

was granted the status of ‘recognized 

air cargo agent.’ This status is 

important in guaranteeing that 

artworks – both those of the Stedelijk 

and lenders – will receive optimal 

treatment when transported by air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
          Loan to the Malevich exhibiton. All photos: Art Handling 

 

 

 

Overview of outgoing and incoming loans: see supplement Collection   
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Conservation 

 

The conservators devote considerable time to researching and treating artworks, 

drawing up condition reports, and working on exhibitions. 

 

In 2013, the conservation team worked intensively on the large Malevich exhibition, 

with the help of external specialists. The condition of all the works in the Stedelijk 

collection was checked and treatment was provided if necessary. The paper 

conservation department drew up a detailed description of materials and techniques 

for 730 works for the catalogue of the Khardzhiev collection. Hundreds of objects 

were placed in passe-partouts and framed, which required new picture frames to be 

designed. The fragile paint layer of a number of gouaches was consolidated. The 

painting conservators treated 6 paintings from the Khardzhiev collection: the canvas 

was structurally reinforced and the paint layer was consolidated, cleaned, and 

retouched if required. New frames were made for a number of paintings. The 

conservation team also played an important role in installing the exhibition, and 

worked particularly 

hard on conducting 

condition checks of 

all the incoming 

loans, framing 

them, and mounting 

the works in the 

exhibition. 

 

 

 
Werk van Malevich en 
tijdgenoten uit de collectie 
van het Stedelijk en uit de 
Khardzhiev-collectie 
wordt gerestaureerd voor 
de tentoonstelling. 

 

 

We were also able to carry out a number of extraordinary projects in 2013, thanks to 

the support of the BankGiro Loterij. One involved drawing up an inventory of all the 

works in the collection of autonomous art and design with integrated incandescent 

light bulbs and fluorescent tubing. The lamps were documented, the stock was 

inventoried, and extra light bulbs were purchased to ensure the works can continue 

to be displayed in working order. We make every effort to have a stock of 

incandescent light bulbs, as they are rapidly disappearing from the market. The 

department also undertook research into replacing incandescent light bulbs with a 

different kind of bulb in cases where this is possible and desirable from an aesthetic 

and conservation perspective. A comparable project is currently underway focusing 

on the collection’s neon artworks, specifically those by artists such as Bruce 

Nauman and Joseph Kosuth. This project is being coordinated by the sculpture 

conservators. 

 

An interesting research project is also being carried out on glass objects in the 

applied arts and design collection that are affected by glass disease. This type of 

degradation can be treated by rinsing the glass. Besides tackling individual objects, 

more in-depth research into the causes is necessary in order to take effective 

preventive measures. The study includes work by important designers including Gijs 

Bakker and Tapio Wirkkala.  

 

 

Overview of conservation: see supplement Collection  
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Research and Publications 

 

Among the core tasks of the Stedelijk Museum are research and the presentation 

and exchange of research findings. The collection, the institutional history of the 

museum, and the contemporary debate on art and design are integral elements of 

this research.  

 

Research into Provenance  

The Stedelijk Museum was also one of the museums that took part in the 

nationwide study 'Museum Acquisitions from 1933 Onwards', coordinated by the 

Netherlands Museums Association. The results of the museum’s investigations into 

works in Dutch collections with a (possibly) problematic provenance, were published 

in October on the website www.musealeverwervingen.nl. The information unearthed 

by the investigation so far is now available to the general public (an English version 

of the website is expected in 2014). The provenance of 17 works in the collection of 

the Stedelijk is still being investigated. When the possible owner of a work is 

identified, the Municipality of Amsterdam and the Stedelijk Museum contact them to 

seek their help in establishing the past and future of these works. In the case of 

some works, it is impossible to identify a possible owner. In such instances, the 

investigation remains open, and will be carefully continued in the future, with an 

open mind to everyone who can offer more information on the provenance of these 

works. The museum is also preparing a presentation with the title ‘The Stedelijk 

Museum and World War Two’ (February—May 2015).  

 

Publications 

After the five publications about the 

museum and the collections published 

to coincide with the reopening in 2012, 

the Stedelijk produced five publications 

accompanying exhibitions in 2013: 

 

In May, the catalogue Jo Baer. In the 

Land of the Giants was published on the 

occasion of the eponymous exhibition: a 

small, beautifully designed catalogue 

featuring a new series of paintings by 

this Amsterdam-based American artist.  

 

Published in August, Mike Kelley is the 

companion volume to a much-

anticipated retrospective exhibition of 

the artist’s work that premiered in 

Amsterdam and toured to Paris, New 

York and Los Angeles. Mike Kelley is 

the most comprehensive volume to date 

on the work of this iconoclastic 

American artist. Examining a select 

number of the artist’s themes, the book 

explores the various strands of Kelley’s 

work. The volume contains essays, a 

fully annotated plate section as well as 

a revised biography and bibliography of 

Kelley's work.  
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In October, two catalogues accompanying the exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich and the 

Russian Avant-Garde’ appeared: 

 

Russian Avant-Garde: the Khardzhiev collection at the Stedelijk Museum:  

a scholarly publication based on years of research carried out by the museum.  

This publication offers an almost full overview of the unique Khardzhiev-Chaga 

collection, under the stewardship of the Stedelijk Museum since 1997. The Russian 

literary scholar Nikolai Khardzhiev (1903-1996) collected work by such luminaries 

as Kazimir Malevich, Mikhail Larionov, Olga Rozanova, El Lissitzky, Vasiliy 

Chekrygin, Mikhail Matyushin and Vladimir Tatlin. This is the first publication on  

this part of this important collection. 

 

Besides this scholarly volume, a second catalogue for a wider audience appeared: 

Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde. Aleksandra Shatskikh writes of 

Malevich’s artistic vision and how he inspired other artists in his circle, making them 

part of his visionary quest. Malevich’s impressive oeuvre is presented in 265 color 

plates and 12 insightful introductions by Linda S. Boersma.  

 

The final publication of the year was launched in November and is the first in the 

context of the multi-year project ‘Global Collaborations: Made in Commons’. Made 

in Commons is inspired by the notion of ‘commons’ and its relationship with 

contemporary art. The volume reflects on the artistic fundaments of the project, and 

includes an essay by Indonesian anthropologist Nuraini Julyastuti on how the term 

‘commons’ has played a vital role in Indonesian artistic practice.  

 

In 2013 we also launched a scholarly online journal under the title Stedelijk Studies. 

The journal will publish leading academic research relating to the collection of the 

Stedelijk and the institution’s history, museum research and current themes 

exploring visual art and design in collaboration with the University of Amsterdam, 

Leiden University, Utrecht University, the VU University Amsterdam and Radboud 

University in Nijmegen. With this innovative project, the museum will provide a 

platform for research on urgent, relevant themes in art and design, in which active 

use of the digital collection of the Stedelijk will also be made. In autumn 2013, the 

mission of the journal was formulated and the editorial board was selected. The 

inaugural edition will go online in autumn 2014. 
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Library and Archive   

 

After the reopening, the amount of publicity focusing on the Stedelijk Museum 

increased enormously. The library maintains an archive of press clippings, articles 

in journals and so on and, in collaboration with the Press Office, makes photocopies 

and scans in-house, which are circulated. 

 

As a consequence of the relocation in 2012, staff undertook the major project of 

allocating new place numbers to thousands of books in the new library. These 

activities were completed in 2013. 

 

In 2013, 2,884 books were 

acquired, 636 of which were a gift 

from the legacy of Luca Dosi Delfini 

and 53 were gifted by Harry van 

Hugten. Moreover, 472 DVDs and 

CDs were added to the library’s 

collection. 

Half of the acquisitions were the 

result of exchanges, which is 

extremely fortuitous given that our 

budget has been trimmed back as a 

result of cutbacks. Our economies 

consisted of reducing the number of 

journal subscriptions to leave our 

book-buying budget more or less 

intact. 
     A find in the archive lead to an item filmed in the library for  
     the BBC-show Fake or Fortune? Photo Marie-José Raven 

 

In excess of 3,000 visitors found their way to our reading room, and consulted the 

library’s collection. Of these visitors, approximately thirty were researchers from 

abroad who used the library and archive for long, unbroken periods of time. We 

received some 25,000 requests for materials, including requests from Stedelijk staff. 

Roughly 400 art-related queries were answered by email, half of which were in 

response to foreign researchers (questions relating to the collection, archive, etc.). 

People who live in the Netherlands are generally asked to visit the library in person 

to conduct their research. 

Via info@stedelijk.nl, the general information email address used by the library, we 

received around 2,500 emails. Hundreds of response cards and written requests for 

information were also processed.  

 

Archive 

The project to digitize the 1895-1980 archive, a project involving scanning around 

300,000 documents, reached completion at the end of 2013. Archivist Chietra 

Cheda drew up a detailed archive inventory for it. Once this part of the archive is 

transferred to the municipal archive in January 2014, this digital archive will be 

available to users of the reading room in the library of the Stedelijk Museum.  

Library staff also took turns to write the blog and contributions for the Stedelijk’s 

Facebook page. 
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Photography Department 

 

The photography department received around 220 requests from external parties 

(some requests were for scores of reproductions). This generated € 32,675,  

which represents a significant increase compared to previous years. We expect to 

improve this result dramatically in the coming years, once the collection is more fully 

available online. In view of which, the photography archive specialist plays a key 

role in clearing copyrights. Stedelijk personnel who also deal with images (such as 

the Press Office) are given training in dealing with copyrights, too. In addition to 

generating income, providing reproductions also makes an important ‘in kind’ 

contribution to the library: for every reproduction provided, the library receives a 

copy of the accompanying publication. 

 

In 2013, 278 works in the collection were digitally photographed by the 

photographer and many hundreds were supplied with a registration photo. 

Furthermore, external photographers photographed many of the museum’s 

activities: all the openings and exhibitions, and 22 parts of the Public Program.  

 

The department also received a great number of requests for images from museum 

staff; finding the right image often meant long, laborious searches of the archive. 

 

In 2013, the pool of freelance photographers working in accordance with the latest 

protocols and who are able to work for the Stedelijk Museum with a standard signed 

contract, rose from 3 to 6.   
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Public Program 

 

 
Performance by Studio Sjaron Minailno at the opening of the Malevich exhibition. Photo Ernst van Deursen 

 

In 2010, the Stedelijk Museum initiated its current Public Program which is 

integrated into the programming of the museum. The Public Program informs, and 

explores issues about the collection and the exhibitions at the museum. In close 

collaboration with professionals and peer institutions, it also functions as a platform 

for various artistic practices, discussion and debate, research and innovation. In this 

regard, artists, curators, critics and cultural producers are regarded as equally 

involved in the shaping of contemporary art discourse. The ambition of the Public 

Program is intrinsically international, for international professionals are invited to the 

museum to share their experience, insights and research. 

 

The Stedelijk aims to maintain this platform function and further expand it with 

events that foster discourse between different artistic and cultural disciplines.  

There is a strong emphasis on innovative research and experimental art. 

 

The programming devotes particular attention to the relationship between non-

western art and artists, gender and gender politics, critical theory, current 

developments (both Dutch and international) and ways of intensifying young 

people’s involvement in the museum’s activities. 

 

The Stedelijk Public Program is informative and inquisitive, and endeavors to 

promote the Stedelijk as a place where people come together and experience the 

world around us through art.  

 

 

Overview of Public Program Activities: see supplement Public Program 
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Education and Visitor Services 

 

After laying a solid program basis in 2012 that continues to attract many families, 

students, and young people, in 2013 the focus shifted to a number of new and 

remarkable initiatives heralding an inspiring future for Education and Visitor 

Services. Among the exciting events of 2013 were the launch of the Alzheimer 

program, the television series ‘What the Art?!’, the ‘Kazimir Lab’, winning the 

Museum Night’s First Prize, and a documentary about the grave of Malevich.  

 

Families  
In 2013, many thousands of families 
took part in the diverse range of 
family activities. The so-called Family 
Trails (including the popular Kazimir 
Family Trail), guided tours (843 
participants) and an  interactive 
audio tour with images invited 
families to look at, and talk about, art 
together. In October the ‘Family Lab’ 
metamorphosed into the ‘Kazimir 
Lab’, where families enjoyed various 
activities including making 
Suprematist compositions with 
colored shapes on magnetic walls. 
     Children at the Kazimir Lab, inspired by Malevich.  
     Photo Tomek Dersu Aaron 

Children’s workshops given by artists  

Every Sunday, artists and designers give a unique workshop to inquisitive children 

aged between 6 and 12. In the workshop led by Guido van der Werve, they 

wandered through the museum dressed head-to-toe in black, thinking up 

performances.  Lernert & Sander encouraged the children to come up with new 

titles for every work of art that was untitled – a Rothko painting was christened ‘The 

Color TV’. In the fall, the Malevich presentation provided fertile ground for children’s 

imaginations. In the Job Schroën workshop, kids made architectons out of white 

Lego bricks, and designed zany, colorful costumes with Hella de Jonge. 

 

Schools and colleges  

A total of 35,780 pupils and students visited the museum. They explored the 

museum by themselves, took a customized guided tour or took part in one of the 

eighteen education programs, often with a workshop in the education studios. 

Teachers are provided with special Stedelijk passes so they can visit the museum 

free of charge to prepare teaching materials or seek inspiration. 

 

Elementary schools 

In 2013, 10,096 elementary 

school pupils took part in six 

programs, the biggest hit of 

which was ‘De Stijl – Mijn Stijl’ 

about the De Stijl art 

movement. ‘Eén, twee, 

kunstenaar’ is a new program 

specially designed for children 

of kindergarten age. Thanks to 

the Turing Foundation which 

funded the Turing 

Museumplein coach (a joint  
Tour for children from an elementary school. Photo Tomek Dersu Aaron 
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project set up by the Stedelijk Museum, the Rijksmuseum and the Van Gogh 

Museum), 5,366 pupils were transported to the Stedelijk free of charge. For many 

children, it was their first visit to the museum. Ninety-two percent of elementary 

schools indicated that transportation is one of the biggest obstacles preventing  

them from organizing museum visits; the availability of free transportation prompted 

seventy eight percent of schools to organize an extra school trip to the museum. 

 

Secondary schools, colleges and universities  

Over 17,165 secondary and higher education students visited the Stedelijk to 

prepare for the final exams. Besides the graduation programs ‘So you think you are 

an artist?’ that explores the nature of creativity, schools particularly valued the 

program ‘Stedelijk in the Pocket’ and the Stedelijk’s principle of tailoring activities  

for specific needs. Around 565 schools received a custom-made program. 

Educators were also very enthusiastic about two ‘Teach the Teacher’ training days, 

organized in collaboration with the University of Amsterdam. 

 

Blikopeners 

Blikopeners are young people between the ages of 15 and 19 living in Amsterdam, 

with a part-time job at the Stedelijk. The Blikopeners give guided tours and organize 

workshops and events for other young people, sharing their enthusiasm and unique 

perspectives on art. They organized an event around the Mike Kelley exhibition and 

threw a ‘Block Party’, a summer festival under the canopy of the museum’s new 

annex. This year, in their own corner of the museum, the redesigned ‘Blikopener 

Spot’ was launched. Here, in collaboration with design studio Moniker, they are 

preparing an animation film that’s also open to visitors’ ideas and input.  

 On 2 November the Blikopeners were a huge hit on the annual Museum 

Night with their ‘Stedelijk Space Station’, winning the First Prize for the Stedelijk 

Museum. Blikopeners were also involved in the AVRO TV program ‘What the Art?!’, 

a six-part series on contemporary artists. None of these activities would have 

happened without the help of partners such as Trouw Amsterdam, Kunstbende, 

CJP, YoungWorks, Diversion and Dutch TV channel AVRO. The Blikopeners also 

exchanged ideas and experiences with groups of peer educators at Tate Modern, 

Tate Britain, Tate Liverpool, Centre Pompidou and Reina Sofía.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new Blikopeners at the Stedelijk Museum.Photo Ernst van Deursen 

 

In 2013, the Blikopeners were: Fardowsa Abdisalam, Sa-Ra Choi, Esha Bechor 

Gay, Jesse Hellendoorn, Chris Jacobs, Joe Jaspers, Helinda Karabulut, Fenneke 

Mooij, Margot van der Sande, Luna Schumacher, Jan van Schooten, Malika 

Soudani, Robin Vermeulen, Kaleigh de Vos and Karim Witte. Blikopeners is 

supported by the SNS REAAL Fonds.  
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Volunteers and high school interns 

The museum has recruited a team of around fifty hospitality volunteers, both male 

and female. This enthusiastic and dedicated group plays a vital role in welcoming 

the public and addressing visitors’ questions. Their duties include greeting groups 

entering through the group entrance, manning the Family Lab and Cloakroom, and 

providing information in the museum or at the Information Desk. They also help out 

during receptions and openings, and provide additional support to the Alzheimer 

program ‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’. The volunteers come from different educational 

and cultural backgrounds and ages. In 2013, our youngest volunteer was 18 and 

our oldest almost 70 years of age. This year, the Education Department also 

provided valuable work experience for five interns and 62 high school students 

completing an internship as part of their school curriculum. 

 

‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’  

‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’ is a program specially designed for people with Alzheimer’s 

and other forms of dementia, and their care-givers. This new program, launched in 

collaboration with the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven where it is known as 

‘Unforgettable Van Abbe’, consists of interactive guided tours and workshops. It is 

inspired by the successful ‘Meet Me at MoMA’ program of the Museum of Modern 

Art in New York. Together, in a relaxed, nurturing environment, participants look at 

artworks in the collection 

presentation. Since the program 

began, 501 people have taken 

part in 41 guided tours. Slightly 

less than half the participants 

suffered from Alzheimer’s or 

other kind of memory 

impairment; the remainder of the 

participants was care-givers or 

nursing staff from residential and 

care homes. Reactions to the 

program have been 

overwhelmingly positive. In 2013, 

‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’ was 

supported by the Fonds 

Sluyterman van Loo and 

Stichting RCOAK.                 Tour during ´Onforgettable Stedelijk’. Photo Tomek Dersu Aaron 

 

Visitor services 

The Education Department offers audiences different ways of learning more about, 

and engaging with, the collection and exhibitions. In 2013, there was greater 

emphasis on videos about art and design, both online (on www.arttube.nl the video 

platform shared with partners Boijmans van Beuningen, MuHKA, 

Gemeentemuseum Den Haag and the Pont, with the support of SNS REAAL Fonds 

and the Mondriaan Fund) and ‘live’ in the museum. This allows visitors to prepare 

their visit beforehand, learn more during their visit, or discover an artist or exhibition 

in more depth afterwards. The Stedelijk produced a number of films including a 

documentary prompted by finding Malevich’ grave (in collaboration with Robbie 

Schweiger and Jeroen van der Poel), just before the exhibition was installed. 

Education also developed a multi-media tour for the Malevich exhibition in no less 

than seven languages, in collaboration with Antenna International. Many exhibitions 

were also accompanied by an information folder or information sheet in the gallery 

space. Furthermore, forty tour leaders gave 3,184 guided tours, 1,363 for adults 

(around 17,750 participants).  

 
For an overview of Educational Activities: see supplement Education  

http://www.arttube.nl/
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Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam 

 

 
Photo Gert Jan van Rooij 

 

It was an eventful year for Stedelijk Museum Bureau Amsterdam (SMBA). In 

January, the multi-year program ‘Project 1975’ reached its conclusion. Project 1975 

was a reconsideration of the (Western) frameworks and values within which 

contemporary art is produced, presented, and discussed. It examined a number of 

topics, including the extent to which a postcolonial world order and society can even 

be said to exist, and how post colonialism is perceived to influence the production 

and reception of contemporary art. The final exhibition, Hollandaise, examined 

historic trade relations, compiled by African guest curator Koyo Kouoh, travelled in 

April to RAW Material Company in Dakar, Senegal. The concluding publication of 

‘Project 1975’ will be published in March 2014.   

 

Over the next three years, the next program, Global Collaborations, will take place 

in both the Stedelijk Museum and SMBA. The inaugural exhibition, Made in 

Commons, entailed a collaboration with KUNCI Cultural Studies Centre in 

Yogyakarta, and travelled to Indonesia after opening in Amsterdam. In September, 

SMBA organized a major exhibition in Moscow as part of the year commemorating 

Dutch-Russian relations. 

 

These international activities, involving artists from Amsterdam and the surrounding 

area, to some extent disguise the fact that SMBA was also feeling the impact of the 

cut-backs in the cultural sector. 

Since 1 May 2013, SMBA has been forced to close for an extra day and, for the first 

time, the space had no other option than to close its doors during the summer, at 

the height of the tourist season. This had an impact on visitor numbers. 

 

Nevertheless, SMBA can look back on a compelling series of engaging and 

provocative exhibitions and projects. This began with Elian Somers’ solo exhibition 

‘Border Cities’, a photo saga exploring several cities on the fringes of the former 

Soviet empire that underwent shifts in identity and architecture many time 

throughout their history. The group exhibition Right to the City was compiled by 

young guest curator Madelon van Schie. She selected a number of young, 

emerging South-American artists who explored the role played by ordinary city-
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dwellers in shaping ideas and attitudes towards the metropolis. A number of short 

exhibitions with art colleges in Amsterdam were held prior to the summer recess. 

 

In September, two exhibitions opened simultaneously; first was the large group 

exhibition ‘Spaces of Exception’ in ArtPlay in Moscow, under the flag of the Moscow 

Biennale. With work by predominantly Dutch and Russian artists the exhibition 

reflected on the many forms of political negligence and arbitrary legislation in 

present-day Russia. The exhibition also acted as the host of the ‘Dutch Pavilion’ of 

the Mondriaan Fund. The second exhibition, Scenographies, opened shortly after at 

Bureau Amsterdam. This constantly changing exhibition was the result of a unique 

partnership between SMBA, the SKOR | Foundation for Art and Public Space and 

the Art and Public Space Research Group (LAPS) of the Rietveld Academie. Clare 

Butcher was the guest curator of this chameleon-style project.  

Finally, the exhibition ‘Made in Commons’ opened during the Amsterdam Art 

Weekend. On this occasion, the space of SMBA was filled with Indonesian 

influences thanks to the input of KUNCI from Yogyakarta. The presentation 

explored ideas of common ownership. Ten artists and art collectives created new 

work investigating this theme. 

 

 

Overview program: see supplement SMBA  
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Marketing and Communication  

 

While the successful reopening in 2012 provided opportunities for the Stedelijk 

Museum to reposition itself as the largest museum for modern art in the 

Netherlands, in 2013, our marketing and communication efforts predominantly 

focused on our exhibition program. 

 

Our marketing strategy emphasized informing, activating and binding our primary 

demographics: Young Trendsetters, Culture-Lovers in the Randstad (the 

Amsterdam Metropolitan Area), Families, and International Cultural Tourists. For 

our larger exhibitions such as the Mike Kelly 

retrospective, the Aernout Mik presentation, the 

exhibition of Lawrence Weiner and the Malevich 

exhibit, we utilized both paid and unpaid marketing 

and PR to reach these target groups. 

 

These efforts resulted in a record number of almost 

700,000 visitors (the exact total was 695.065). On 28 

March 2013, we welcomed our 500,000th visitor 

since the reopening in September 2012. On 30 

December 2013, we were delighted to greet our 

1,000,000th visitor since the reopening.  

 

Partnerships 

Under the motto ‘Together We’re Strong’ the museum 

collaborated with a variety of cultural partners 

including the Van Gogh Museum, Rijksmuseum, 

Koninklijk Concertgebouw and Koninklijk 

Concertgebouworkest. In partnership with De Appel, 

Eye Film Institute Netherlands and FOAM we 

developed a strategy to attract the Young 

Trendsetters target group, and organized an event in 

June with our Museumplein partners. The Stedelijk 

was also a host location for the annual 

Grachtenfestival, a 10-day classical music event in the city.           Photo Ernst van Deursen 

 

Campaigns 

‘Mike Kelley’ exhibition, 15/12/2012—01/04/2013  

Our campaign for this presentation began in December 2012, and continued in the 

spring of 2013. 

Among the resources used were outdoor advertising media in the four major cities, 

advertisements in national newspapers and online promotions in the form of 

banners and social media. An information folder for visitors also accompanied the 

exhibition. 

During the period of this exhibition, the museum attracted 253,079 visitors. 

 

‘Aernout Mik: Communitas’, 04/05/2013—25/08/2013 

For this exhibition, our marketing strategy consisted of outdoor advertising media in 

Amsterdam, advertisements in national newspapers and a variety of online 

promotional activities. Our Facebook campaign was a success, attracting a number 

of new friends. For the campaign image were used a still from the work Shifting 

Sitting II (2011). The poster was designed by the studio of design duo Armand 

Mevis and Linda van Deursen, the Stedelijk’s regular graphic designers. An 

information folder on the exhibition was also available for visitors.  

During the period of this exhibition, the museum attracted 54,317 visitors. 
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‘Lawrence Weiner: Written on the Wind‘, 21/09/2013—05/02/2014 

Our promotional efforts for this exhibition included taking out full-page 

advertisements in various national and international art journals. This exhibition 

provided the main theme of our presentation at the Uitmarkt cultural festival; we 

also organized ‘Weiner Speed Tours’. And, among other things, the specially 

designed flyer with a ‘Weiner Stick-on Tattoo’ was sent as a magazine insert to all 

subscribers of the Dutch art journal Kunstbeeld.  An information flyer about the 

exhibition was also available at the museum.  

In 2013, which also included the Malevich show, the museum attracted 217,024 

visitors during this exhibition, and 318,264 visitors for the entire duration. 

 

‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian  

Avant-Garde’, 14/10/2013—02/02/2014 

This was the most important and most 

successful exhibition of the year. The 

number of visitors to the museum during 

this exhibition was 182,844 in 2013, and 

279,000 in total. 

The campaign was partly financed with 

support from the Blockbusterfonds and 

consisted of two parts: a strategy directed 

at Culture-Lovers in the Randstad with 

outdoor advertising media, and an online 

campaign targeting Young Trendsetters. In 

developing strategies to appeal to the latter 

group, we partnered with bureau Achtung, 

which specializes in connecting with this 

demographic. We commissioned them to 

create the ‘Explicit Tours Campaign’ 

featuring a number of Dutch celebrities 

giving their unvarnished opinions about the 

work of Malevich. An app was developed so that people in the museum and outside 

could listen to audio fragments.  

 

We deployed the following marketing strategy for the Malevich exhibition:  

 

Outdoor & Indoor media 

- banner on the Stedelijk Museum’s cargo lift; 

- flags in the heart of Amsterdam; 

- posters in four major cities; 

- digital  posters at Schiphol. 

 

Print media 

- NRC supplement plus teaser on the front page; 

- announcements at the Stedelijk/NRC panel discussion; 

- various advertisements in the NRC Handelsblad and De Volkskrant. 

 

TV 

- AVRO Kunstuur aired a Malevich special; 

- TV commercial via Ster & Cultuur. 

 

Online media 

- countdown campaign in social media #malevichishere; 

- online campaign ‘Explicit Tours’, with mobile app, videos, Facebook adverts and 

Google adverts among others. 
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Events 

- Museum Night attracted over 7,000 visitors to the museum. The Stedelijk won the 

First Prize;  

- Vrije Academie: three lectures; 

- ‘NRC Panel Discussion in NRC Café; 

- ‘NS Spoor’: 2 lectures by Bart Rutten. 

 

Other partnerships 

- Corner window display in the Bijenkorf department store; 

- Malevich tickets in the national rail online shop;  

- special offer for Museum Card-holders: 5,000 free bags, communications via 

digital Newsletter Museum Card; 

- Minicards offering a special ticket discount to tourists with hotel reservations; 

- CJP: different media announcing the event, starting in January 2014. 

 

Other activities 

Over the summer, many international tourists visited the museum, mainly to see the 

collection presentation. We launched an outdoor campaign in August targeted at 

this group, featuring iconic works in the museum’s permanent collection. 

We also organized a large-scale campaign with the public transport company the 

GVB. Visitors to the museum who presented a public transport day ticket received 

discounted admission. 

 

Uitmarkt Cultural Festival 

In 2013, our presence at the Uitmarkt centered on the Lawrence Weiner and 

Kazimir Malevich exhibitions. The Stedelijk had a program in various locations. We 

offered speed tours for both exhibitions. And beneath the canopy overhanging 

Museumplein, visitors stamped bags in a workshop inspired by Malevich. On 

Museumplein, the Stedelijk shared a stand with Museumplein partners the 

Rijksmuseum, Van Gogh Museum and the Koninklijk Concertgebouw; it was the 

partners’ first collaborative Uitmarkt. A joint program was also held in the mobile art 

pavilion the ‘Construction Cabin’.  

 

Museumplein Weekend 

On Saturday 22 June, the Stedelijk Museum and the city ballet company presented 

a spectacular dance performance beneath the canopy, by choreographers Emio 

Greco and Pieter C. Scholten. Entitled ‘Great Expectations’, the new production was 

part of Museumplein Weekend, to celebrate the reopening of all the cultural 

institutions on 

the square.  

The institutions 

teamed up on 

the marketing 

and 

communication 

to promote this 

special 

weekend. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo Ernst van 
Deursen 
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Other remarkable campaigns in 2013 involved our partners Rabobank, BGL, Audi 

and Ahold. Further details can be found in the chapter on Development.  

 

Sales  

In October 2013, we began structuring our international marketing strategy aimed at 

international tourists. This involves approaching tour operators to bring groups to 

the museum. We are initially contacting the local or ‘incoming tour operators’ who 

comprise the basic infrastructure and mediate between international tour operators 

and the museum. We plan to expand this strategy and, at a later date, will approach 

foreign tour operators participating in trade fairs. 

 

Research 

In 2013, we conducted research into our visitor profiles, their reasons for visiting us, 

and how they rated their visit throughout the year. The survey was carried out by 

Motivaction. Participants rated their visit to the Stedelijk an 8- . The hospitality of our 

staff ranked very highly. Most people visit the museum primarily for the new building 

and the collection, secondarily for the temporary exhibitions. 

 

In March 2013, we carried out a follow-up survey about people’s perceptions of the 

Stedelijk, initiated prior to the reopening. The results revealed that the visibility of 

the Stedelijk Museum has significantly increased. Compared to the opening year, 

respondents now also have a far clearer, stronger idea of what the Stedelijk stands 

for (brand recognition). 
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Press  

 

2013, the first year after reopening, provided the Press Office with the opportunity  

to communicate in all its aspects. In its press and publicity endeavors, the Press 

Office worked closely with the exhibiting artists. 

 

Publicity efforts centering on Guido van der Werve’s latest film occurred in 

collaboration with the Film Festival Rotterdam, where the film premièred. Aernout 

Mik, whose oeuvre occupied the entire lower-level gallery space in the new wing, 

took part in numerous interviews, largely with the Dutch press. The exhibition 

received critical acclaim in the media, and several five-star reviews.  

Other artists such as Jo Baer, Lucy McKenzie, Paulina Olowska and Lawrence 

Weiner gave interviews, and their exhibitions also received reviews.  

The relatively small-scale exhibition ‘Touch and Tweet’ proved very popular with the 

media; the interactivity of the objects came across extremely well in video and film. 

Moreover, participating designer Daan Roosegaarde also appeared on the TV 

program ‘Zomergasten’ while the exhibit was on view, which helped to generate 

considerable publicity.  

 

In 2013, the Stedelijk Museum also made the headlines with announcements about 

important additions to the collection. In the spring, gallery director Paul Andriesse 

gave interviews about the exhibition that featured a selection of works from his 

sizeable donation. In November the museum was in the media once again, with the 

announcement of two significant gifts of art work. The Stichting Werkman gifted 94 

works by Hendrik Nicolaas Werkman, and Pieter and Marieke Sanders donated 127 

contemporary artworks from their own collection. 

 
The support from the Blockbusterfonds, in collaboration with Amsterdam Marketing 
and NBTC Holland Marketing, enabled the Press Office to give press presentations 
on ‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’ at the Dutch embassies in Paris 
and Berlin. With the contributions of these partners, the museum was also able to 
arrange a press trip to Amsterdam for foreign journalists from the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Italy and Spain – which garnered a myriad of five-star reviews. In the TV 
program De Wereld Draait Door, 
distinguished Dutch writer Joost 
Zwagerman lavished praise on the 
exhibition; the program also featured 
the enthusiastic responses of a number 
of foreign journalists. As part of its 
Malevich promotions, the Press Office 
also produced a special NRC 
supplement about the exhibition.  
The opening with Queen Maxima also 
generated a great deal of publicity.  
The AVRO, that dedicated a special to 
Malevich in October, repeated it in 
January with current footage of the 
exhibition.  
 
           Presentation on the Malevich exhibition to French  
             press in the residency of the Dutch Ambasador in  
             Paris. Photo Marie-José Raven 

 

The museum made the news with other activities, such as the ‘Contemporary Art 

Club’ at Club Trouw and Museum Night when the Stedelijk won the First Prize.  

The successful Alzheimer program, which is now being implemented by other Dutch 

museums after being launched by the Stedelijk, was also well-received. The 

museum’s announcement of plans to introduce a network for young people,  

‘Young Stedelijk’, was also greeted with great enthusiasm.  
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In addition to the press and promotions for the current program, we also organized 

special events. In April, the museum welcomed international journalists here to 

attend the opening of the Rijksmuseum. That month, the popular BBC TV program 

Fake or Fortune filmed in the library, sparked by an unusual find in the archive. In 

September, the Stedelijk organized a presentation by Marcel Wanders and 

Benthem Crouwel Architects in China, as part of Beijing Design Week. This led to a 

group of Chinese journalists coming to the museum to interview curator Ingeborg de 

Roode. 

 

At the end of August, artistic director Ann Goldstein announced her decision to step 

down as artistic director in December, which sparked considerable national and 

international media attention. Ann Goldstein leaves a fully-functioning, well-

organized museum. In March, the museum revealed that the Mike Kelley 

retrospective had attracted 200,000 visitors and that, since the reopening, 500,000 

people had visited the museum. At the close of the year, the museum shared the 

news that it had welcomed its one millionth visitor. 
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Website and Social Media 

 

In 2013, 1.319.796 people visited the website. This was over half a million visitors 

more than in the opening year. In the run-up to the openings of the Malevich and 

Aernout Mik exhibitions, there was a dramatic peak in website traffic. The year 

reached a successful conclusion with an average of 6,000 visitors a day in the 

fourth quarter.  

  

Of the 8,000 works in the museum collection that were already viewable online, 

some 2,000 were added after becoming available through Pixelright. In the near 

future, the collection will be supplemented each week by new works. The online 

collection is linked to the library catalogue so that visitors can see immediately  

if information on the artwork is available in the Stedelijk Museum library.  

  

The Content Management System (CMS) was updated in 2013, allowing the web 

editors to update and present information more attractively to online visitors. 

In 2013, 8,492 people purchased e-tickets from our site and a total of 19,805 

products (including audio tours and lectures) were bought online. These sales 

generated 299.492 euro.  

  

Newsletter 

Our fortnightly Newsletter (in Dutch and English) is sent to over 27,000 subscribers. 

We also provide special editions of the newsletter aimed at families (with events 

taking place in the autumn, summer and Christmas vacations) and schools and 

colleges.  

 

Social media 

 

 
 

We successfully promoted the museum through various social media channels.  

Our number of friends on Facebook has risen from almost 22,000 to 51,680 in 

2013. The Stedelijk attracted 20,000 new followers on Twitter, giving us a total 

reach of almost 65,000. Every day we use social media to keep our followers and 

friends updated with news and information about the collection presentations, 

behind-the-scenes reports, ARTtube videos and documentaries. By offering high 

caliber content, we have intensified our engagement with social media audiences; 

this is evident from the increased number of reactions,  shares and likes. A growing 

number of people also use social media to look up visitor information such as 

opening hours and so on. 
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Development 

 

 
The Goed Geld Gala of the BankGiro Loterij. Photo Roy Beusker  

 

For the Development Department, the first full year after the official opening was all 

about generating additional revenue, with a prime emphasis on developing new 

connections and reinforcing existing relationships. 

The team was strengthened with the addition of a Corporate Account Manager, 

responsible for corporate relationships, ((Main) sponsors and the Business Club). 

A Development specialist to liaise with and provide support to our corporate patrons 

was also appointed. Moreover, our department also welcomed a Coordinator, who 

will develop and structure the Young Stedelijk, our group of young culture-lovers  

(to be launched in January 2014).  

 

Exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde 

Featuring Selections from the Khardzhiev and Costakis Collections’ 

During the first half of 2013, the most important task for the Development 

Department was to generate additional financing for the exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich 

and the Russian Avant-Garde’ that was opened by Her Royal Highness Queen 

Maxima on 18 October 2013. This costly exhibition would not have been possible 

without the support of foundations and companies. 

  

We are immensely grateful to the Gieskes Strijbis Fonds, whose donation laid the 

basis for securing further finance for this presentation. We are extremely proud that 

the project was able to count on the support of the Blockbusterfonds (a 

collaboration between VandenEnde Foundation, Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, the 

VSB Fonds and the BankGiro Loterij) by means of a loan via the foundation, and a 

donation from the BankGiro Loterij. Thanks to these contributions, we were able to 

extend our marketing, press and PR efforts in both Holland and abroad, resulting in 

greater press attention and increased visitor numbers.  

 

The Stedelijk is also very grateful to Rabobank, our principal sponsor, whose 

contribution enabled us to realize this exhibition. 

 

The exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’ was made possible 

with the generous support of our main benefactor Gieskes-Strijbis Fonds, the 

Blockbusterfonds and additional support from the Amsterdam Trade Bank, AON 

Corporate Solutions, the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands  (RCE), the 

Mondriaan Fund, Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, K.F. Hein Fonds, Wilhelmina E. 

Jansen Fonds, Stichting Zabawas and LG Electronics.  
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The exhibition was also made possible by the Dutch government; on behalf of the 

Minister of Education, Culture and Science and the Minister of Finance, the Cultural 

Heritage Agency of the Netherlands granted the Stedelijk an indemnity guarantee. 

  

The Stedelijk Museum also expresses sincere thanks to our principal sponsor 

Rabobank Amsterdam for making the exhibition possible in Amsterdam. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                          

            

              

                 

           

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Stedelijk Museum is supported by: 

 

  Principal sponsor  Partner 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Private benefactors 

The museum would like to express its gratitude for the many works of art it received 

from private collectors, gallery owners, artists and institutes. An overview of the gifts 

is provided in the supplement Collection: Acquisitions. 

 

Joop and Charlotte van Caldenborgh donated the video installation Diptych (2006-

2011) by Fiona Tan, after its presentation in the exhibition ‘Beyond Imagination’  

(23 September—11 November 2012). Fiona Tan herself donated the film installation 

Calendar Girl (1993-1999) to the museum. 

 

Thanks to the substantial support of the foundation of Freek and Hella de Jonge, in 

2013 we were once more able to offer workshops for children aged between 6 and 

12 given by artists and designers every Sunday.  

 

http://www.aon.com/default.jsp
http://www.cultureelerfgoed.nl/
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For the ‘Paulina Olowska: Au Bonheur des Dames’ exhibition, the museum received 

a financial contribution from Pim and Antoinette Polak-Schoute and from Victor and 

Dorothee van der Hulst-Goldschmeding. 

 

The Stedelijk Museum Fonds is currently under formation. This independent 

foundation will support the Stedelijk Museum by seeking private donations to help 

finance the Stedelijk’s projects and acquisitions.  
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Foundations and projects 

 

BankGiro Loterij 

During the Goed Geld Gala in February 2013, the Stedelijk Museum became  

a beneficiary of the BankGiro Loterij. For a three-year period (up to 2016) the 

museum will receive the generous donation of 200,000 euro a year which is 

earmarked for purchases of art work, and conservation tasks related to the 

collection. The museum deeply values its excellent relationship with both the board, 

and staff, of the BankGiro Loterij. A reception for the organization’s staff is hosted 

on the occasion of each major exhibition, featuring an introductory talk by the 

exhibition curator as a preface to viewing the work. 

 

Alzheimer project ‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’ 

This program was made possible with the support of the Fonds Sluyterman van Loo 

and Stichting RCOAK. For a more in-depth description, please see the chapter on 

Education.  

Both the cultural sector and the healthcare sector were keen to learn more about 

experiences with ‘Unforgettable Stedelijk’ and its fellow program at the Van Abbe, 

‘Unforgettable Van Abbe’. In response to this, over the next three years the Stedelijk 

and Van Abbe Museum will collaborate to develop an implementation and training 

program enabling ten other Dutch museums to set up a similar program. Research 

will also be conducted into the progress and results of the guided tours and 

workshops at the VU Medisch Centrum. This expansion was possible thanks to the 

support of our main benefactor Gieskes-Strijbis Fonds. 

 

Museumplein coach 

The Museumplein coach is made possible thanks to the support of our main 

benefactor Turing Foundation. In 2013, the Museumplein coach enabled over 

18,000 pupils and 2,000 teachers/supervisors to visit the Rijksmuseum, Van Gogh 

Museum and Stedelijk Museum. The coach made over 400 trips to Museumplein 

from locations within a 60-kilometer radius of Amsterdam. 

2013 was the project’s first year with three open, flourishing museums, a well-

received educational museum program, a huge number of booking requests from 

elementary schools, and a fruitful collaboration between the square’s museums, 

and with Connexxion Tours.  

 

Blikopeners 

Blikopeners are supported by our main benefactor SNS REAAL Fonds.  

Their activities are described in full in the chapter on Education.  

 

Friends of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam 

A variety of events were organized for the Friends of the Stedelijk Museum, 

including the hugely popular museum courses given by Rian Beex. Furthermore, 

our curators gave a number of different introductory talks about the exhibitions of 

Lawrence Weiner, Paulina Olowska and Kazimir Malevich. Our Donors and Patrons 

received an invitation to the special preview of the photography fair ‘UNSEEN’ in the 

grounds of Amsterdam’s Westergasfabriek.  

For the first time, all the Stedelijk Friends were invited to ‘early viewings’ (before the 

museum opened) of the exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde’. 

We organized a special Family Day for our Family Friends. Patrons (along with 

members of the Business Club and other sponsors) were invited to an exclusive 

preview of the exhibition. Our Patrons also visited the open studio days at the 

Rijksakademie in November, and received invitations to all the openings in 2013. 
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Corporate Sector 

We worked on further elaborating our partnership with our main sponsor, 

Rabobank.  

We organized a variety of consumer events around the Malevich exhibition and held 

busy receptions for the Rabobank’s corporate and private customers. 

We also began negotiations to extend the main sponsor contract, which expires on 

31 December 2013. 

 

In 2013 the international law firm Freshfields signed a three-year sponsor contract 

with the Stedelijk (which runs until 2015). Ahold supported the Aernout Mik 

exhibition as part of its current sponsor contract with the museum.   

Audi organized a variety of receptions and guided tours for its clientele, culminating 

in the ‘Audi Summer Night’ on 21 June 2013.  

For the Stedelijk Museum Business Club (SMBC), efforts also concentrated on 

building and strengthening our relationships with current members, and attracting 

new ones. We organized four meetings in which, at the request of the members, 

there was greater emphasis on art-related content. We also organized an evening, 

inviting both private and corporate benefactors to attend the preview of the Malevich 

exhibition; it was an enjoyable, inspiring evening. 
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Founders of and Donors to the Foundation for Fundraising and Fund 

Management for the Expansion and Renovation of the Stedelijk Museum, and 

of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam Foundation for the Interior of the 

Renovated Building 

 

Main founders 

VandenEnde Foundation 

ABN AMRO 

IMC 

Teijin 

 

Founders 

Audi  

Schiphol Group 

Family Ribbink-van den Hoek 

Stedelijk Museum Business Club 

 

Co-founders 

Cor and Jannet van Zadelhoff 

MAB Development 

PostNL 

Aalberts Industries N.V. 

Bébouw Midreth  

Bouwfonds Cultuurfonds 

De Nederlandsche Bank 

Houthoff Buruma  

Koninklijke Ahrend N.V. 

Lensvelt & Gelderland Groep 

NEMACO B.V./ Heren2 

P2 Group 

 

Golden Donors 

Dolf and Antoinetty van den Brink 

Mr. J.A. Onderdijk 

and an anonymous private donor 

Delta Lloyd N.V. 

G & S Vastgoed B.V. 

La Vie Catering 

Maarsen Groep 

Maison van den Boer B.V. 

Q-park 

Randstad 

Select Catering 

 

Silver Donors 

Blauwhoed B.V. 

Clifford Chance  

 

Bronze Donors  

CMS Derks Star Busmann 

DDB Amsterdam 

Heijmans N.V. 

Horrmann Alkmaar B.V. 

Keyser & Mackay Stichting  

Riaskoff Holding 

Stadsdrukkerij Amsterdam N.V. 
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Vola Nederland B.V.  

and 10 anonymous donors 

 

Donations 

Mr. L.G.M.R. Geeris 

Achmea Corporate Communications 

KAS BANK N.V. 

Nederlandse Waterschapsbank N.V.  

Urban Interest 

Stichting K.F. Hein Fonds 

Theo van Gogh Stichting 

M.A.O.C. Gravin van Bylandt Stichting 

Imtech Infra B.V. 

Sotheby’s 

 

Foundations 

VSBfonds 

BankGiro Loterij 

Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds 

 

Granting Agencies 

Municipality of Amsterdam 

Ministry of Education, Culture and Science 

Province of North Holland 

 

 

 

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam Foundation Sponsorship and Fund-Raising 

 

Principal sponsor 

Rabobank 

 

Principal Benefactors 

Mr. R.H. Defares 

Family Ribbink-van den Hoek 

 

Main Benefactors 

Paul Andriesse 

Cees and Inge de Bruin-Heijn 

Joop and Charlotte van Caldenborgh 

Hella and Freek de Jonge 

Helen van der Meij-Tcheng 

Adriaan van Ravesteijn  

Jeannette and Martijn Sanders 

Maurice van Valen  

and one anonymous donor 

 

Sponsors 

Audi 

Koninklijke Ahold N.V.  

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP 

Medellín Secret 
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Foundations 

Stichting Ammodo 

Amsterdam Fund for the Arts 

ANWB Fonds 

BankGiro Loterij 

Fonds Sluyterman van Loo 

Gieskes-Strijbis Fonds 

Mondriaan Fund 

Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds 

Stichting van Achterbergh-Domhof 

Stichting  ROACK 

SNS REAAL Fonds  

Turing Foundation  

 

Premium Suppliers 

Bruynzeel Storage Systems 

Desso 

Dell 

Hilton Hotel Amsterdam 

Intos Interieurmakers 

Motivaction 

Wortell 

 

Granting Agency 

Municipality of Amsterdam 

 

 

 

The exhibition ‘Paulina Olowska: Au Bonheur des Dames’ was made possible 

in part with the support of: 

Mr. and Mrs. Polak-Schoute  

Mr. and Mrs. Van der Hulst-Goldschmeding  

 

The exhibition ‘Aernout Mik: Communitas’ was made possible in part with the 

support of: 

Koninklijke Ahold N.V. (principal benefactor) 

Mondriaan Fund (benefactor) 

European Cultural Foundation (benefactor) 

Nederlands Film Fonds (benefactor) 

 

The exhibition ‘Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde Featuring 

Selections from the Khardzhiev and Costakis Collections’ was made possible 

with the support of: 

Gieskes-Strijbis Fonds (principal benefactor) 

Blockbusterfonds (main benefactor) 

Rabobank (main sponsor) 

Amsterdam Trade Bank (benefactor) 

AON Corporate Solutions (benefactor) 

Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (benefactor) 

Mondriaan Fund (benefactor) 

Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds (benefactor) 

K. F. Hein Fonds (benefactor) 

Wilhelmina E. Jansen Fonds (benefactor) 

Stichting Zabawas (benefactor) 

LG Electronics (benefactor) 
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Stedelijk Museum Business Club (SMBC) 

 

Members of SMBC 2013 

 

ABN AMRO N.V. 

ADP Architecten 

AEDES Real Estate 

Aegon Kunstzaken 

Amsterdam RAI 

AON Artscope Nederland 

Aon Risk Services 

Audi / Pon's Automobielhandel B.V. 

Beheer Brouwershoff B.V. 

Benthem Crouwel Architekten BV 

Bergh Stoop & Sanders advocaten 

Blauwhoed B.V. 

Bouwfonds Cultuurfonds 

Breevast B.V. 

Bruynzeel 

Christie's Amsterdam 

Clifford Chance LLP 

CMS Derks Star Busmann 

Commerciële Beleidsvorming 2000 B.V 

Crown Fine Arts - CFA Amsterdam 

Dam & Partners Architecten 

De Baak Management Centrum VNO-NCW 

De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. 

De Stuers Executive Search 

DELL Nederland B.V. 

Delta Lloyd Groep 

Desso B.V. 

Fortress Participations B.V. 

Frans Molenaar B.V. 

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP 

Gispen International BV 

Heren2 

HEYLIGERS Design + Projects 

Hilton Hotel Amsterdam 

Hörmann Alkmaar B.V. (donor) 

Houthoff Buruma N.V.  

IMC Holding 

INTOS Interieurmakers bv 

Keyser & MacKay Stichting 

Kingcanary 

KPMG Accountants N.V. 

Lensvelt 

Maarsen Groep 

MAB Development B.V. 

Maison van den Boer 

Medellín Secret BV 

Motivaction 

NautaDutihl 

Nederlandse Waterschapsbank 

New Ratio B.V./(former) member of the board of SMBC 

Rabobank Amsterdam 

Schiphol Group 
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Select Catering 

Teijin Aramid BV 

Value Enhancement Partners 

Van den Oever - Zaaijer & Partners Architecten  

VandenEnde Foundation  

VBAT  

Wooncentrum Co van der Horst  

Wortell  

WPG Uitgevers 
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Friends of the Stedelijk Museum 

There are four categories of support: Stedelijk Friend, Stedelijk Family, Stedelijk 

Donor and Stedelijk Patron. Each category is distinguished by its own membership 

fees and privileges. 

 

Patrons of the Stedelijk Museum 2013 

Eveline Boswinkel-Kramer  

Mr. J. Dirkse 

Mr. Th.W. Dorresteijn 

Mr. Gaevoy and Ms. Gurevich 

Elly Gerritzen-Rode 

Marc van Goethem 

V. Halberstadt 

Drs. J. Hennephof 

Mr. and Mrs. De Heus-Zomer 

Mr. and Mrs. Kahn 

Ms. J. de Koster 

C.C.v.K.  

Mr. and Mrs. Kuiper-Gerlach 

Mr. R.A.H. van der Meer and Mrs. A.C. van der Meer-Pop 

Ms. J. Meijer 

Frans Molenaar 

Mr. Harm Pinkster 

Mr. and Mrs. Van Rosmalen 

Suus Scheller-Dikkers 

Feike and Inge Sijbesma 

Dirk-Jan and Emily Smit 

Mr. and Mrs. Smith 

Mr. and Mrs. Te Spenke 

Mr. and Mrs. Teulings-Van Dijk 

Yvonne Tomberg 

Jan M. Tromp 

 

Twelve Patrons wish to remain anonymous. 
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Events and bookings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Booking Office is a partnership between Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam & AHC 

(the Stedelijk’s hospitality partner ) and aims to facilitate as many (external) 

organizations as possible to host events at the museum. The Booking Office is a 

separate company with limited liability and is staffed by employees of the Stedelijk, 

and our hospitality partner. 

 

The aim of the Booking Office is to present the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam as  

a location for a variety of events that respect the museum. The Stedelijk Museum is 

a location with a unique character. 

Our clientele can be grouped into 3 components: 

- Internal events: to be organized efficiently, observing and safeguarding the rules of 

conduct that apply in the museum. The Booking Office is the organizational hub for 

organizing internal festivities. 

- Commercial events aimed at generating revenue for the museum; 

- Events for (potential) founders and sponsors aimed at securing sponsorship 

contracts and generating revenue for the museum. 

 

Based on the aforementioned three 

components, the following 

bookings have been made: 

40 internal events  

56 commercial events  

33 events for sponsors and 

founders  

This adds up to a total of 129 

events organized by the Booking 

Office.  

In 2013, the number of quotations 

totaled: 229. 

The number of requests for information (not followed by a quotation), totaled: 92. 

Our clientele includes companies and organizations in the upper segment of the 

market such as legal firms and companies in the financial sector. For the Booking 

Office, 2014 will be a year to consolidate existing relationships and expanding its 

customers base. 

 

Photos Tomek Dersu Aaron 
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Organizational Structure 

 

Mission 

The Stedelijk Museum is an international institution in Amsterdam dedicated to 

modern and contemporary art and design.  

 

The Stedelijk is home for art, artists and a broad range of publics, where artistic 

production and originality are actively fostered, produced, presented, collected, 

protected, and reconsidered. 

The Stedelijk values the ingenuity of individual artists and designers and 

collaborates with them in the production and representation of their history. 

The Stedelijk advocates the vital role played by artists, art, culture, and cultural 

institutions in society. 

Education is the primary mandate of the Stedelijk Museum. In fulfilling this mission, 

the museum reaches out to engage its audiences, and to energetically inspire and 

stimulate curiosity, discussion, and self-reflection both within and beyond its walls.  

 

Code of Cultural Governance  

The Directors and the Supervisory Board of the Stedelijk Museum endorse the 

Code Cultural Governance, which involves applying the principles and 

recommendations of the Code Cultural Governance in the museum. The Stedelijk 

already upholds the majority of guidelines set out by the CCG; in the short term, a 

number of adjustments will made in compliance with the CCG and any deviations 

from them will be explained and motivated. The charter and regulations of the 

Directors/Supervisory Board are being brought closer into line with the Code 

Cultural Governance. The Stedelijk maintains the Supervisory Board model. The 

museum also operates and actively applies a risk-management and risk control 

system. A procedure for reporting irregularities will be introduced shortly. 

 

Personnel 

In 2013, the personnel of the Stedelijk consisted of permanent staff with a contract 

for a definite or indefinite period, staff supplied by temporary employment agencies, 

freelancers, interns and assistants employed through Pantar (until 1 July).  

 

On 31 December 2013, the museum employed 208 permanent staff, 167 full-time or 

equivalent posts (in 2013 the average was: 164.25 FTE).  

This related to 105 staff with a contract for an indefinite period and 103 staff with a 

contract for a definite period.  

In 2013, 52 new members of staff joined the museum, the majority of which are 

employed in the Security and Public Services departments. 

A total of 34 staff left our employment.  

 

The museum maintains an active internship policy. A total of 48 interns gained work 

experience at the museum in 2013. 

 

Absence because of Illness 

In 2013, the percentage of days lost on account of illness was 5.22%, with a 

reporting frequency of 1.63. This represents a slight decrease of 0.52 percent 

compared to 2012. The reporting frequency rose slightly. 

 

Training policy 

In 2013 around fifty members of staff followed a course, training program or other 

type of education. In addition, some eighty members of staff followed a health and 

safety course.  
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Complaints Committee 

The museum has a committee to address any complaints about inappropriate 

conduct. A confidential counsellor has also been appointed to support and advise 

employees who are confronted by inappropriate behavior. In 2013, none of the staff 

sought the help of the confidential counselor. 

 

Works Council 

Ingeborg de Roode (chair) 

Carolien Glazenburg (secretary) 

Linda van de Kamp 

Dorine van Kampen 

Rosanne van Kampen 

Rolf Kat 

Hanna Piksen 

Roel Prins  
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Supervisory Board 

 

Cees de Bruin  

President and Director, Indofin Group  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Treasurer, Trust Fund of the Rijksakademie Amsterdam  

Member of the supervisory board, Stichting Rotterdam Partners 

Member of the supervisory board, Stadion Feijenoord N.V.  

Member of the supervisory board, IHC Merwede Holding B.V.  

Member of the board, Stichting Ambachtsheerlijkheid Cromstrijen  

President, External Ambachtsheerlijkheid Cromstrijen  

Chair of the supervisory board, Aanwassen onder Fijnaart  

Chair, Stichting TrustfondsHippische Alliantie Rotterdam  

Member of the board, Stichting Hippische Alliantie Rotterdam  

Member of the advisory board, C.H.I.O. Rotterdam  

Board Member Global Car Carriers I and II/Gramcar Shipping (Bermuda) 

Member of the advisory board, SCF Partners (U.S.A.)  

Trustee, National Humanities Center Raleigh (U.S.A.) 

 

Madeleine de Cock Buning (appointed member of the Supervisory Board on 13 

December 2013) 

Chair, Board of Supervisory Directors, Dutch Media Authority (CvdM) 

Professor, Copyright Law, Media and Communication Law, Utrecht University (UU) 

Chair, Centre for Intellectual Property Law, (CIER)  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Deputy Justice, Court of Appeals, The Hague  

Member of the board, (vice-Chair,) Copyright Law Association (VVA)  

Member of the board, Association for Intellectual Property (VIA/AIPPI) 

Member of the board, Stichting Machiavelli 

Arbitrator (Panelist) World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)  

Member of the advisory board Copyright Law, Minister of Security and Justice.  

Editor of scholarly journals Intellectueel eigendom en reclamerecht (IER) and 

Tijdschrift voor Toezicht (TvT) 

 

Rob Defares  

Managing Director, IMC BV  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Member of the supervisory board, Rijksakademie Amsterdam  

Chair of the board of directors, IMC Weekendschool  

Member of the board, Association of Proprietary Traders 

Member of the board, Capital A 

 

Marry de Gaay Fortman (until 4 October 2013) 

Lawyer and Partner, Houthoff Buruma Amsterdam  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Non-executive director VGZ  

Non-executive director Royal HaskoningDHV  

Non-executive director GVB  

Chair of the supervisory board, AMREF Flying Doctors  

Chair, Stichting Nederlandse Vioolconcoursen  

Member of the supervisory board, Nederlands Danstheater  

Member of the supervisory board, Het Loo Palace Museum 

 

Guusje ter Horst  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Member, Upper House of Parliament  
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Chair of the supervisory board, Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision 

Member of the supervisory board, Shell Nederland  

Vice-Chair of the supervisory board, Housing Corporation De Key Chair, 

Longalliantie Nederland  

 

Constantijn van Oranje-Nassau  

Deputy Head, cabinet of Vice-President Neelie Kroes of the European Commission  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Chair, Stichting The Hague Process on Refugees and Migration  

Member of the Club of The Hague  

Chair, Prins Bernhard Natuur Fonds  

Honorary President, Prince Claus Fund  

Patron of the Stichting Nationaal Muziekinstrumenten Fonds  

Patron of the World Press Photo  

Patron of the Stichting Nederlandse Vioolconcoursen  

Member of the Supervisory Board, Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam 

 

Alexander Ribbink, Chair 

Partner, Prime Technology Ventures  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Member of the board, Het Amsterdams Lyceum  

Member of the board, Vrienden Amsterdamse Montessori School  

Member of the board, Turing Foundation  

Member of the board, Ribbink-Van den Hoek Family Foundation  

Non-executive director Koninklijke Tichelaar, Makkum  

 

Willem de Rooij  

Visual artist  

Additional Service and Positions:  

Professor of Fine Arts Staatliche Hochschule für Bildende Künste, Städelschule, 

Frankfurt am Main  
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